New Insights into Microglia-Neuron Interactions: A Neuron's Perspective.
Microglia are the primary immune cells of the central nervous system. However, recent data indicate that microglia also contribute to diverse physiological and pathophysiological processes that extend beyond immune-related functions and there is a growing interest to understand the mechanisms through which microglia interact with other cells in the brain. In particular, the molecular processes that contribute to microglia-neuron communication in the healthy brain and their role in common brain diseases have been intensively studied during the last decade. In line with this, fate-mapping studies, genetic models and novel pharmacological approaches have revealed the origin of microglial progenitors, demonstrated the role of self-maintaining microglial populations during brain development or in adulthood, and identified the unexpectedly long lifespan of microglia that may profoundly change our view about senescence and age-related human diseases. Despite the exponentially increasing knowledge about microglia, the role of these cells in health and disease is still extremely controversial and the precise molecular targets for intervention are not well defined. This is in part due to the lack of microglia-specific manipulation approaches until very recently and to the high level of complexity of the interactions between microglia and other cells in the brain that occur at different temporal and spatial scales. In this review, we briefly summarize the known physiological roles of microglia-neuron interactions in brain homeostasis and attempt to outline some major directions and challenges of future microglia research.